
AUTOMATIC ACQUISITION OF LEXICAL SEMANTIC INFORMATION USINGMEDIUM

TO SMALL CORPORA

ABSTRACT

Since many speech and text processing techniques

are portable with a limited amount of work from one

language to another, the most daunting task for NLP and

SP practitioners becomes to build the resources need-

ing for those tools to operate, In particular, the constitu-

tion of “high-level” resources, such as advanced corpus

annotations or linguistically motivated lexicons, can be

extremely work-intensive. We present in this paper a

system to assist the creation of semantic lexicons using

small to medium-sized corpora, thanks to the combina-

tion of semantic class constitution and topic detection,

and the development of specific statistical data analy-

sis techniques for relatively small datasets. By reduc-

ing the amount of data needed for semi-automatic se-

mantic lexicon acquisition, traditionally applied to 100

million-word corpus or more, we make this help for lex-

ical resource acquisition applicable to the case of under-

resourced languages.

Index Terms— Semantic classes, small corpora,

statistical data analysis, topic detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the fundamental differences that may exist be-

tween languages, the state of the art in Natural Language

Processing (NLP) and Speech Processing (SP) is such

that many techniques can be applied with minimal adap-

tations to a wide range of languages, thus moving the

burden of NLP and SP practitioners to he task of build-

ing the resources needed for those tools to operate. In

particular, the constitution of “high-level” resources,

such as advanced corpus annotations or linguistically

motivated lexicons, can be extremely work-intensive,

and has a lot to gain from the development of corpus-

based automatic or semi-automatic methods to assist

it. Moreover, in the case of under-resourced languages,

where the person building the resource might not be a

native speaker, corpus-based methods provide a guide

and safeguard founded on actual language use. The

work we present in this context, tackles the task of gath-

ering semantic information for lexicon building, and

more precisely on the constitution of “semantic classes”

bringing together words of similar meanings.

Unfortunately, most of the current research in that

field focuses on the development of techniques able to

take into account huge amounts of textual data: in [1],

for example, Lin and Pantel present very good results

for the constitution of semantic classes using 50 to 100

million words from archives of the Wall Street Jour-

nal. More recently, Adam Kilgarrif [2] mentions the

very impressive results obtained by Google rsearchers

using a 250 billion-word English corpus, and urges the

NLP community to ccoperate for the development of a

several billion-word academic corpus. . . Such figures

seem to make semi-automatic lexicon acquisition totally

un-attainable for under-resourced languages, despite the

fact that it is probably for these languages that it is the

most useful, since they do not have any of the hand-built

lexical resources, such as WordNet [3] or FrameNet [4],

that are available for English. It is however possible to

develop techniques that take better advantage of limited

amounts of data, and we present in this paper such an

approach.

Most of the important amount of research dedicated

to the automatic corpus-based acquisition of lexical se-

mantic resources focuses on the task of building seman-

tic classes, that is, bringing together words of similar

meanings. Two main “families” of techniques can be
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distinguished: the first, in the wake of Z. Harris’s lin-

guistic studies [5], gather words used in a similar way in

a corpus, under the assumption that the observed func-

tional equivalence implies semantic proximity [6, 7, 1];

the second exploits specific linguistic patterns, such

as enumerations, that bring together in the text words

of similar meanings [8, 9]. The work we present in

this paper can be connected with the first family, but

proposes an original solution to the problem of “lexi-

cal variability”, or the phenomenon by which a same

idea can be expressed in many different ways, using

different words, thus greatly complicating word usage

comparison. Some authors have chosen to circumvent

that difficulty by restricting their research to the case

of specialized corpora (technical manuals, surgery ac-

counts, etc.), in which there often exists a “canonical”

way of expressing key concepts, and linguistic elegance

is of secondary importance. Moreover, word polysemy,

an important source of noise when comparing word us-

age, is very limited in a specialized context. Works like

[10, 11] have shown very interesting results on such

texts, but are not directly applicable to non-specialized

corpora. Others choose to employ textual corpora of

such sizes that lexical variability is “naturally over-

come” thanks to the amount of data available—thus

fueling the abovementionned phenomenon of corpus

size inflation.

To the extent of our knowledge, no existing sys-

tem can effectively cope with non-specialized, small

to medium-sized corpora, although such data is very

frequent: archives of a monthly magazine, complete

works of an author, institutional transcripts, or, in the

case of languages of recent digitization, a few months

of archives of a daily newspaper. Moreover, many

systems depend on a syntactic analysis of the studied

corpora, which further limits their applicability to those

languages for which syntactic parsers exist.

Our ambition is to address that limitation, and de-

velop a generic methodology for the acquisition from

medium corpora of semantic classes, as a first level of

lexical data organization. The textual data we use for ex-

perimentation is composed of 14 years of archives of the

French monthly newspaper Le Monde Diplomatique1,

a publication of great topical variety, geared towards

analysis and reflexion, often featuring contributions by

philosophers, sociologists, etc. It gathers approximately

1This corresponds to 14× 12 = 168 issues, less than six months

of a daily newspaper.

11 million words, and has been morphosyntactically

tagged and lemmatized. Its complex language and mod-

erate size make it a good example of the “understudied”

category of corpora we have mentioned. Although the

experiments are carried on with French text for simplic-

ity reasons, no language-specific method is employed,

making the presented approach fully portable.

The following section presents our methodologi-

cal choices and the structure of the system we present,

whose operation is detailed in Sections 3 and 4. We

expose sample results in Section 5 before concluding

on the contribution, possible evolutions and potential

applications of this work.

2. STRUCTURE OF OURWORK

In order to reduce the problem of polysemy, by which

a word may have different meanings in its various oc-

currences, thus making its usage data not representative

of any meaning in particular, we choose to approximate

text specialisation by topical homogeneity. Indeed, the

knowledge of the topic of a sentence is often sufficient

to raise any ambiguity about the meanings of its words:

the meaning of mouse is self-evident if we know that it

appears in a context dealing with computers. We there-

fore apply a topic characterization and detection method

to the whole corpus to identify what topic(s) each of its

paragraph deals with, and split it into topically homoge-

nous subcorpora, with each of which is associated the

corresponding lexical domain. The FAESTOS system,

that we have developed for that task, is fully presented

in [12]; we only quickly present it here in section 3.

We then split each lexical domain into semantic

classes by bringing together words used in a similar way

in the associated topical subcorpus. By first splitting

the corpus into topical subcorpora and the vocabulary

into domains, we let the studied words express distinct

meanings in each of them, thus avoiding problems due

to the irregular behaviour of polysemous words, and

gathering what may be called topicalized lexical se-

mantic information. Although that notion is akin to

that of specialized lexical semantic information, it must

be remembered that although topical filtering reduces

word polysemy, the extracted subcorpora are still from

all other points of view as linguistically complex as the

complete corpus. That property, combined with their

relatively small sizes, calls for the development of novel

solutions to the problem of building semantic classes,
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that we present in section 4.

The two following sections are dedicated to the de-

scription of the developed method, beginning with a

short overview of the domain constitution procedure.

3. BUILDING SUBCORPORAAND LEXICAL

DOMAINS

A complete description of FAESTOS (“Fully Automatic

Extraction of Sets of keywords for TOpic characteriza-

tion and Spotting”) can be found in [12], and we only

describe here its purpose and capabilities.

Thanks to a series of statistical data analysis meth-

ods, FAESTOS builds a set of keyword classes, each of

which characterizes a topic dealt with in the studied cor-

pus and makes it possible to detect the occurrences of

the topic by a simple keyword co-occurrence criterion.

That is achieved totally automatically, without any fore-

knowledge of the topics dealt with in the corpus or ex-

ternal information of any kind.

On the Le Monde Diplomatique corpus, FAESTOS

yields about 40 keyword classes of some 30 words each;

for example, the keyword class for the topic we may call

“information technology” contains words such as com-

puter2, satellite, network, data, link, etc.

Those classes let us split the initial corpus into top-

ical subcorpora each containing all of the text segments

of the complete corpus in which a given topic has been

detected. With each of these subcorpora is associated the

set of all words whose frequency in the subcorpus id at

least double its average frequency in the whole corpus.

This criterion lets us extract words prominently used—

at least in one of their senses—to address a certain topic,

a definition corresponding quite closely to that of lexical

domains. We now detail the techniques we have devel-

oped to build semantic classes inside those domains.

4. BUILDING SEMANTIC CLASSES

This second stage of our “chain” of semantic lexical in-

formation acquisition methods addresses the problem of

corpus-based constitution of semantic classes, to which

much work has already been dedicated. More precisely,

our technique belongs to the first “family” mentioned

in the introduction, of works bringing together words

2For clarity and brevity, all the results and illustrations, initially

obtained in French, are only presented in their translated English

form.

used in a similar way. However, our situation of having

to build those classes within domains leads to specific

concerns, which we highlight in section 4.1. We then

present the developed method in sections 4.2 and 4.3,

and its results in section 5.

4.1. Problem specificities

Each of the studied words is likely to be used with a

distinct meaning in each domain; therefore, when com-

paring word usages, we must only take into account the

contexts where they are used with the meaning they have

in the considered domain. This is most likely to be the

case in the topical subcorpus corresponding to that do-

main; consequently, only the textual data contained in

that subcorpus is used for word usage characterization.

That decision raises serious problems because of the size

of the topical subcorpora: on our 11 million word cor-

pus, the most frequent topics give birth to subcorpora

of some 500 000 words. Due to the importance of lex-

ical variability, this amount of data is insufficient to ef-

ficiently compare word uses in a non-specialized (al-

though topically homogenous) corpus.

In order to compensate for that lack of data, we de-

fine a 2-pass procedure. A first comparison of word

usage is performed using the whole corpus, leading to

the definition of an approximate “semantic distance” be-

tween words (section 4.2). That first information lets us

“generalize” from usage data observed on topical sub-

corpora, thus allowing us to partially overcome the prob-

lems raised by lexical variability (section 4.3). In accor-

dance with our goal of being able to exploit “ordinary”

corpora, the developed methods do not make use of syn-

tactic information.

4.2. Acquisition of a general “semantic distance”

Since it is quite “classical” in its principle, we only

briefly describe here the procedure employed to com-

pare words via their uses in the complete corpus. As

in the subsequent stages of our work, our approach is a

common one of statistical data analysis: defining a simi-

larity measure between objects, whose values are stored

in a similarity matrix then employed by a hierarchical

classification method to build a classification tree.

Each word we wish to classify is characterized by

the set of all full words3 appearing within a window of

3We use the term “full words” to designate nouns, verbs, adjec-

tives and adverbs.
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three words left and right of one of its occurrences. The

similarity between two words is computed as a Jaccard

measure between those sets of neighbours, followed by

a normalisation procedure to center and reduce all lines

and columns of the similarity matrix.

A classification tree is built by an average-link al-

gorithm, and the “semantic distance” between words,

henceforth noted d, is finally defined as an ultrametric

between objects on the classification tree: d (m1,m2) is
defined as the log2 of the smallest class in the tree con-

tainingm1 andm2. Its values are normalized to 1, mak-

ing it possible to use it simply as a “semantic proximity”

(1− d).

That procedure is applied separately to all nouns,

verbs, adjectives and adverbs appearing more than 100

times in the full corpus. We then have at our disposal

four sets of semantic distances that, imperfect as they

may be, constitute a very useful first element of seman-

tic information we now use for the comparison of word

usage within topical subcorpora.

4.3. Semantic similarity between words on a topical

subcorpus

When comparing word uses on topical subcorpora, our

goal is to fully exploit the scarce textual data available.

From that point of view, the “bag of words” method we

have used to compare word usage on the whole corpus is

clearly not optimal: bringing together all the neighours

of a word in a single set entails a considerable loss of

information about the structure of the studied contexts,

and what neighbours appear together.

In order to keep that last piece of information, we

first compute a similarity between contexts considered

individually and then use it to extrapolate a similarity

between words. The methodological advantage of that

approach is important, since it allows for a clear sepa-

ration between the linguistic process of comparing indi-

vidual text segments (contexts), and the statistical work

necessary to generalize from the “context” level to the

“word usage” level. Moreover, the extrapolation pro-

cedure we have developed (section 4.3.2) can be used

with any similarity measure defined between contexts:

the one we use and present here in section 4.3.1 is vol-

untarily simple and does not make use of any syntactic

information, but many improvements are possible in this

area.

In the remainder of this paper, we shall focus on the

case of nouns, as the most commonly studied words in

lexicography.

4.3.1. Individual context comparison

The similarity measure we define makes use of a simple

representation of contexts: each of them is composed

of the two sets of full words appearing in a four word

window left and right, respectively, of the considered

word occurrence.

The similarity distance d previously computed is

used to “generalize” these characteristic word sets by

treating them as “fuzzy sets” where each word con-

sidered in the calculation of d has an “intensity of be-

longing” equal to its greatest proximity with the words

actually present in the set. A “cardinal of fuzzy inter-

section” cfi between two word sets E and E′ is thus

defined by:

let h
(

E,E′
)

=
∑

w1 ∈E

max
w2 ∈E′

(1− d (w1, w2))

cfi
(

E,E′
)

=
h (E,E′) + h (E′, E)

2

The similarity between two contexts is simply de-

fined as the sum of those “cardinals” between their re-

spective left and right word sets, without any normaliza-

tion: we choose to consider that each additional com-

mon word increases the semantic similarity, but that non

common words do not necessarily increase dissimilar-

ity. Therefore, two contexts of five words having three

words in common have a stronger semantic similarity

than two contexts of one word each having “all their

words” in common.

The similarity between contexts we have defined,

henceforth noted s, is used as the basis for noun usage

comparison, as we now describe.

4.3.2. From context similarity to word similarity

From the definition of semantic classes as “groups of

interchangeable words”, we can infer that two nouns

w1 and w2 are semantically similar if, for each context

where w1 is observed, we can find at least one simi-

lar context featuring w2. The similarity S between w1

and w2 should therefore be computed by considering,

for each context c1i (1 ≤ i ≤ n1) of m1, the one that

is most similar to it amongst the contexts of m2 (c2j ,

1 ≤ j ≤ n2). Hence the following formula for S:
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S (w1, w2) =
1

n1

[

n1
∑

i=1

max
1≤j≤n2

(s (c1i, c2j))

]

The proposed measure is asymetrical, which calls

for an averaging of reciprocal values, but more impor-

tantly, it is very sensitive to variations in numbers of oc-

currences of the compared nouns. To overcome that dif-

ficulty, we use a method inspired by statistical random

sampling techniques such as Monte Carlo [13].

With each noun w we wish to study is associated a

population of “sample-words” characterized by a selec-

tion of contexts randomly drawn from the contexts of

w, all sample-words being defined by the same number

of contexts. When comparing two nouns, the similari-

ties between all possible pairs of sample-words associ-

ated with them are computed using the expression given

for S above, this time without any difficulty due to the

variations in numbers of occurrences. The similarity be-

tween the compared nouns is then obtained by averaging

all those values, thus resulting in a naturally normalized

similarity measure.

As when working on the complete corpus, the se-

mantic similarities between words are exploited by a

classical average-link hierarchical classification method

to build a classification tree of words, which we now

present and explore.

5. RESULTS

Figure 1 presents an excerpt of the classification tree ob-

tained on the 300 most frequent nouns of the domain “in-

formation technology” (appearing more than 20 times in

the corresponding subcorpus).

As can be seen, the classification tree proposes many

relevant word groupings; a particularly interesting re-

sult is the proximity between highway and infrastruc-

ture, showing that highway is clearly understood here

with the meaning it takes in the expression “information

highway”, now rather deprecated but used in our corpus

to designate the Internet infrastructure. Similarly, line

is classified in a way consistent with its “phone line”

meaning, and operator is considered as a “telecommu-

nication operator”. The topical restriction we have im-

posed on word usage does seem to play its role and allow

the sense of the word relevant to the studied domain to

be prominent in the considered data.

system

method

device

tool

technology

technique

era

infrastructure

highway

line

link

equipment

machinery

circuit

mutation

stakes

innovation

performance

utopia

version

standard

optics

machine

material

consortium

company

firm

operator

conglomerate

publisher

advertiser

norm

regulation

industrialist

competitor

industry

enterprise

network

channel

agency

dimension

scale

space

antenna

satellite

radio

television

station

publishing

Fig. 1. Excerpt from the classification tree obtained on

the 300 most frequent nouns of the domain “information

technology”
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We could not find a criterion to automatically ex-

tract semantic classes from the classification tree, and

it is therefore up to the user to perform that selection

manually. On average, the classification trees obtained

thanks to the presented method give birth to semantic

classes gathering about 60% of the studied nouns.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a generic methodology for the ac-

quisition of lexical semantic information from non-

specialized, medium sized textual corpora that, thanks

to a “topicalisation” of lexical semantic information

acquisition, bridges a gap between works on small, spe-

cialized corpora and very large, non-specialized ones.

The method we have defined to compare word usage

by first defining a similarity between individual contexts

and then exploiting it to compare words opens many

possibilities for the definition of more sophisticated con-

text comparison techniques. Indeed, it makes it possible

to specify arbitrary criteria taking into account whatever

particular knowledge of a given corpus or language may

be available.

Finally, the two-pass procedure we have developed

for the constitution of semantic classes can easily be

adapted to replace the “semantic distance” acquired on

the whole corpus by external, a priori generalist seman-

tic information, thus making it possible to extract top-

icalized lexical semantic information from small, iso-

lated topically homogenous corpora, and not only sub-

corpora of a larger non-specialized corpus. Since the

“semantic distance” does not need to be highly accurate,

that seems to be an especially promising direction for

under-resourced languages, for example for the struc-

turation of task-oriented lexicons.
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